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Abstract—We propose new authentication protocols that sup-
port fast hand-off for real-time applications such as voice over
IP and audio/video conferencing in wireless mesh networks
(WMNs). A client and a mesh access point (MAP) mutually
authenticate each other using one-hop communications. The
central authentication server is not involved during the handover
process. Fast authentication for roaming from one MAP to
another is supported by using tickets. Our performance analysis,
simulation results and security analysis show that our proposed
authentication protocols are efficient and resilient to various
kinds of attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A WMN consists of the following major components [1]:
• mesh clients. They can be static (e.g., desktops, database
servers) or mobile hosts (e.g., cell phone, PDAs).
• mesh points (MP). The MPs form a wireless mesh backbone
to provide multi-hop connectivity from one mesh client to
another or to the Internet. A subset of mesh points act as
mesh access points (MAPs), connecting mesh clients to the
WMN.

The current version of WMN standards 802.11s does not
specify any mechanisms/protocols that support fast hand-off
for mobile clients running real-time applications such as voice
over IP (VoIP), newscast and tele-conferencing [2]. A mesh
client has to be authenticated by an authentication server via
multi-hop wireless communications, which may result in long
delay, low reliability and thus potential service interruption. A
performance study of mobile handoff delay in 802.11-based
WMNs by Srivatsa and Xie [3] shows that as the number
of wireless hops between two parties increases from one
to five, the end-to-end delay increases from 0.15 second to
0.8 second. Since the authentication process involves several
messages (e.g., nine messages in the EAP-TLS protocol used
by 802.11s), the handoff latency may be several seconds long.

Our work in this paper contributes towards extending the
IEEE 802.11s standards to support fast roaming for mobile
clients. In particular, we focus on fast authentication during
the hand-off process as well as during the initial login time.
We propose ticket-based [5] authentication protocols that are
efficient and resilient to attacks. The authentication server does
not need to be involved in the handover authentication. Instead,
mobile clients’ authentications are done by mesh access points,
avoiding multi-hop wireless communications. Fast authentica-
tion from one MAP to another during the hand-off process is
supported using tickets [5]. Numerical analysis and simulation

results show that our login authentication protocol improves
the latency of 802.11s login authentication, and our handover
authentication protocol supports fast authentication during the
hand-off process.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related
work is discussed in Section II. We describe the ticket types
used in the proposed authentication protocols in Section III. In
Section IV, we present our login and handover authentication
protocols, along with a security analysis of the protocols.
Performance evaluations of the proposed protocols are given
in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Several authentication protocols have been proposed for
wired networks such as Kerberos [5] and SSL [6]. Kerberos
uses symmetric key methods, which are ideal for network
environments where all services and clients are known in
advance. This is usually not the case in a WMN where clients
may join, leave and move freely at will.

SSL uses public key methods (e.g., public key certificates)
to perform authentication, which is ideal for secure commu-
nications with a large, variable user base that is not known in
advance, such as the Internet. However, public key methods
are computationally intensive and space consuming, which are
not suitable for resource-constrained mobile devices.

The current IEEE 802.11i and 802.11s standards do not
support fast re-authentication, or fast hand-off in general, when
a client moves from one MAP (or network) to another [4].

In mobile IP and cellular networks, the foreign
agent/network must communicate with a client’s home
agent/network via multi-hop communications to authenticate
the client [7], [8]. This approach, if applied to WMNs, means
multi-hop wireless communications and thus potential service
interruption as discussed earlier.

The objective of our proposed authentication protocols is
to support fast authentication during the login time as well as
the hand-off process. The protocols are built upon a new trust
model [9] and different types of tickets described next.

III. PROPOSED TICKET TYPES

Our work was inspired by the concept of ticket from
Kerberos [5] and a Kerberos-assisted authentication scheme
proposed by Pizada and McDonald for mobile ad-hoc net-
works [10]. A ticket serves as a pass that a user submits



to a system/network to allow it to verify the user’s identity.
Tickets offer better security, more convenience and faster
authentication than traditional authentication schemes using
passwords [11]. Tickets are issued and managed by ticket
agents who are trusted by mesh clients and mesh points
including MAPs to perform such tasks. There can be several
ticket agents serving a network. Tickets are used to establish
the trust between mesh clients and MAPs, among MAPs, and
among clients (see our previous work in [9]). The lifetime of
a ticket is determined by its issuer’s policy.

Three types of tickets are used in our authentication pro-
tocols: client ticket, MAP ticket and transfer ticket. They are
needed for mutual authentication between a client with a MAP
when the client signs in the network, or roams to another MAP.

A. Client Tickets

A client applies for a client ticket from a ticket agent. The
trust between a client and a ticket agent is established through
their public key certificates issued by a central authority.

Following is the structure of a client ticket:

TC = {IC , IA, τexp, PC , SigA}

• TC : client ticket issued by ticket agent IA.
• IC : ID number of the client that is given this ticket.
• IA: ID number of the ticket agent who issued the ticket TC .
• τexp: expiry date and time of ticket TC .
• PC : public key of client IC , which is used by a MAP
to verify the signature signed by the client in the login
authentication protocol (see Section IV-A).
• SigA: digital signature of ticket agent IA, which gives a
recipient reason to believe that the ticket was created by ticket
agent IA, and that it was not altered in anyway.

B. MAP Tickets

The operator of a mesh network applies for MAP tickets,
one per MAP, and distributes them to the MAPs in the
network. The operator is also responsible for requesting and
distributing new MAP tickets before the current MAP tickets
expire. Following is the structure of a MAP ticket:

TR = {IR, IA, τexp, PR, SigA}

• TR: MAP ticket issued by ticket agent IA.
• IR: ID number of the MAP that is given this ticket.
• IA: ID number of the ticket agent who issued ticket TR to
MAP IR.
• τexp: expiry date and time of ticket TR.
• PR: public key of MAP IR, which is used by clients to
verify the signature of beacons message sent by MAP IR (see
Section IV-B).
• SigA: digital signature of ticket agent IA.

C. Transfer Tickets

A transfer ticket is used to establish the trust relationship
between a MAP and a client when a client roams from one
MAP to another. When a client device C first logs in to
the network, it submits its client ticket to a nearby MAP
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Fig. 1. Information exchange between a client and MAPs

M1, which will authenticate the client. If the authentication
succeeds, M1 becomes the home MAP of C. (We borrow
the terminology from mobile IP.) M1 issues to C a nonce (a
number used only once) for C to compute a shared secret key
KMAC and a transfer ticket. See step (1) in the diagram shown
in Fig. 1, which shows the messages exchanged between the
MAPs and client. When C roams to another MAP M2, which
we call a foreign MAP, it submits the transfer ticket to M2 for
authentication. The transfer ticket proves to the foreign MAP
that client C has been successfully authenticated by its home
MAP. The structure of a transfer ticket ΘC is as follows:

ΘC = {µ, VKMAC
(µ)}, where

µ = {IR, IC , IA, τexp, MACalg}

Message µ stores the information of the client, home MAP
and ticket agent as follows:
• IR: ID number of the MAP who issues this transfer ticket.
• IC : ID number of the client who owns this transfer ticket.
• IA: ID number of the ticket agent who issued C’s client
ticket.
• τexp: expiry date and time of this ticket.
• MACalg: message authentication code algorithm.

A foreign MAP will use the MAC algorithm indicated by
field MACalg and value VKMAC (µ) to verify the authenticity
and integrity of the transfer ticket ΘC . Value VKMAC

(µ) is the
message authentication code produced by the MAC algorithm
when applying key KMAC to message µ. The operation of
and the need for a MAC algorithm are explained below.

When client C moves into contact with a foreign MAP M2,
to prepare for a handover to the new MAP, C submits the
transfer ticket issued by M1 to M2 for authentication (step (3)
in Fig. 1). This handover authentication requires the following
additional cryptography operations and keys:
• A shared key1 between M1 and M2, which allows M1 to
securely send a message r containing the ID of client C and
the secret key KMAC to M2 (step (2) in Fig. 1). (This KMAC

key is the same key that client C obtains during the login
authentication process; see step (1) in Fig. 1.)
• Before sending the transfer ticket to client C, the home MAP
M1 applies the MAC algorithm [12] to message µ to produce a
message authentication code denoted by VKMAC (µ). M1 then

1Independently of authentication, a shared key is required between any
two communicating MAPs in a mesh network, for encrypting/decrypting
packets exchanged between them to combat attacks such as eavesdropping.
This is called “key management” in wireless networks [13]. Our proposed
authentication protocols simply use that shared key and the available key
management protocol.



combines message µ and VKMAC (µ) to form the transfer ticket
to be sent to C.
• Upon receiving both the message r sent by M1 and the
transfer ticket sent by C, M2 verifies the authenticity and
data integrity of the transfer ticket ΘC by applying the MAC
algorithm to message µ in ΘC using the key KMAC to produce
a MAC. If this MAC matches VKMAC (µ) stored in the transfer
ticket, then M2 concludes that the ticket submitted by C
is authentic. (M2 will also verify the identity of C in the
handover authentication protocol described in Section IV-B,
and illustrated by steps (4) and (5) in Fig. 1.)

IV. THE PROPOSED AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS

We propose two authentication protocols, one for the initial
login into a network and the other for subsequent roaming
(handover).

A. Login Authentication Protocol (LAP)

The trust between a client and a MAP is established via
their client and MAP tickets. Following are the order of the
messages to be exchanged in the protocol and explanation:

(1) R −→ C: TR

(2) C −→ R: EPR
(MC), where MC = {TC , NC1 , NC2}

(3) R −→ C: EPC (MR), where MR = {NR1 , NR2}
(4) C −→ R: VKMAC

(NR2)
(5) R −→ C: {VKMAC (NC2),ΘC}

(1) A MAP R periodically broadcasts beacon messages which
contains its MAP ticket to inform mesh clients and neighbor-
ing MAPs of its presence and ID. Client C verifies the digital
signature of the ticket agent A who issued the MAP ticket TR

using A’s public key. C also verifies other information in the
MAP ticket such as the ID of the ticket agent and the ticket
expiry date.
(2) If the above verifications are successful, C extracts the
MAP’s public key from the MAP ticket TR (see Section III-B)
and generates a message MC which contains C’s client ticket
TC and two nonces NC1 and NC2 . C then encrypts the
message using the MAP’s public key (EPR

(MC)) and sends
the encrypted message to the MAP R.

Upon receiving the message, R decrypts it using its private
key, and verifies the digital signature of the ticket agent who
issued the client ticket TC (using the ticket agent’s public key).
R then verifies other information recorded in the client ticket
TC such as the ID of the ticket agent who issued TC and the
ticket expiry date.
(3) If the above verifications succeed, MAP R retrieves the
client’s public key from ticket TC (see Section III-A), and
generates a message MC containing two random numbers NR1

and NR2 . R then encrypts message MC using the client’s pub-
lic key (EPC

(MR)), and sends the encrypted message to client
C. C will decrypt the message using its private key to retrieve
NR1 and NR2 . Both the client and the MAP then calculate
their shared MAC key KMAC by applying a hash function
H (e.g., SHA-1 [14], SHA-2 [15], MD5 [18]) to the message
{NC1 ||NR1}, where the operator || denotes a concatenation,

and NC1 and NR1 are the random numbers generated in steps
(2) and (3) above. That is, KMAC = H(NC1 ||NR1).
(4) Client C then uses the key KMAC and applies a (pre-
determined) MAC algorithm on NR2 (created in step (3)) to
produce a message authentication code VKMAC (NR2), which
C then sends to the MAP. Upon receiving this message
authentication code, the MAP performs the same computation
as C just did to produce a message authentication code
V ′

KMAC
(NR2). If V ′

KMAC
(NR2) = VKMAC (NR2), then the

MAP has successfully authenticated the client C, because only
C has the knowledge of the shared key KMAC and NR2 .
(5) To allow the client to authenticate the MAP, R applies
the MAC algorithm and key KMAC on the random number
NC2 (generated by C in step (2)) to produce a message
authentication code VKMAC (NC2). The MAP also creates a
transfer ticket ΘC for C, and subsequently sends a message
containing both the message authentication code and the
transfer ticket to C.

When this message reaches the client, C carries out the
same MAC computation as the MAP did to obtain a mes-
sage authentication code V ′

KMAC
(NC2). If V ′

KMAC
(NC2) =

VKMAC (NC2), client C has successfully authenticated the
MAP. C will use the transfer ticket ΘC to roam in the network.

B. Handover Authentication Protocol (HAP)

When a client C wishes to move from one MAP to another,
e.g., from M1 to M2, it first sends a request to M1 informing it
of the intention [19]. M1 subsequently sends to M2 a message
r = {IC ,KMAC} encrypted with the shared key of M1

and M2 (see the foot note on the previous page). Message
r contains the ID of C, IC , and the MAC key KMAC for
M2 to verify C’s transfer ticket (see Section III-C). C then
sends its transfer ticket to M2 to prepare for switching to
M2. (As an alternative implementation, M2 acknowledges the
receipt of message r using a broadcast. Upon hearing the
acknowledgment, C submits its transfer ticket to M2.)

Following is the handover authentication protocol according
to the order of the messages exchanged:

(1) C −→ M2: {ΘC , NC }
(2) M2 −→ C: {VKMAC

(NC), NR}
(3) C −→ M2: VKMAC (NR)

(1) Client C sends its transfer ticket ΘC and a nonce NC to
the foreign MAP M2. Recall from Section III-C that a transfer
ticket consists of two parts: the relevant information stored in
a message µ and a message authentication code VKMAC

(µ),
which is the result of applying a MAC algorithm and a MAC
key to message µ. Also, M2 receives from the home MAP
M1 a message r storing the client’s ID and the MAC key
KMAC which M1 used to generate the message authentication
code VKMAC (µ). M2 verifies the content of the transfer ticket,
especially the ID of the client’s ticket agent and the ticket
expiry date. It then applies the MAC algorithm and the MAC
key received from M1 to message µ to output a message
authentication code V ′

KMAC
(µ). If V ′

KMAC
(µ) = VKMAC

(µ),



M2 concludes that the transfer ticket is valid (i.e., C was
successfully authenticated by its home MAP).

The above verification, however, does not prove C’s identity.
The following steps enable M2 to verify C’s identity.
(2) M2 uses the MAC algorithm and key KMAC on the nonce
NC to produce a message authentication code VKMAC

(NC),
which M2 sends to client C along with a nonce NR.

When C receives the message {VKMAC
(NC), NR} from

M2, it performs the same MAC computation as M2 did to
obtain V ′

KMAC
(NC). If this value matches VKMAC

(NC), the
client has successfully authenticated the foreign MAP.
(3) Client C then executes the MAC algorithm using the MAC
key KMAC it computed in step (3) of the log-in authentication
(Section IV-A), and the nonce NR as input. The result is
a message authentication code VKMAC

(NR), which C will
send to M2. Upon receiving VKMAC

(NR), M2 repeats the
same MAC calculation on NR. If it obtains the same message
authentication code as VKMAC

(NR), then this proves C’s
identity since C is the only client who has the knowledge
of the key KMAC .

It should be noted that
• If the foreign MAP M2 receives the transfer ticket ΘC

before the message r = {IC ,KMAC} from the home agent
(Section III-C), M2 will not be able to verify the validity
of the transfer ticket because it does not have the MAC
key KMAC in order to apply the MAC algorithm to the
ticket. In that case, M2 sends back an error message to
C and C who will initiate a log-in authentication instead
of handover authentication. In this worst-case scenario, the
handover authentication reverts back to the current practice in
WMNs, i.e., repeating the login authentication with the foreign
MAP. However, with careful design of message distribution (as
future work) and low to moderate mobility speeds, we expect
that this worst-case scenario does not happen often, and the
handover authentication protocol will be used in most cases.
• After M2 receives message r = {IC , KMAC} from the
home MAP, it also propagates this message to its neighbors to
prepare for client C’s future move to another MAP, say M3.
M3 will use message r and the transfer ticket submitted by C
to authenticate C as described above.

The handover authentication protocol does not use digital
signatures or public key cryptography, but rather a MAC
algorithm, to minimize authentication latency.

C. Security Analysis of the Authentication Protocols

In this section, we describe the countermeasures imple-
mented in the proposed authentication protocols against the
attacks listed in [20] that are relevant to our protocols.
• Replay attack: The attacker records messages of a successful
authentication and replays these messages in an attempt to be
successfully authenticated and gain access to the network. We
prevent this type of attack by using message encryption and
nonces. Consider an example in which an attacker attempts to
impersonate a MAP by capturing and retransmitting a beacon
message in step (1) of the login authentication protocol in
Section IV-A. The attacker should not be able to modify the

content of the original MAP ticket in the beacon message,
thanks to the ticket agent’s digital signature in the original
MAP ticket. A client C will respond to the attacker’s beacon
message with a message MC = {TC , NC1 , NC2} encrypted
using the legitimate MAP’s public key. The attacker will
not be able to decrypt this message since it does not have
the corresponding private key. Without the knowledge of the
nonces NC1 and NC2 , the attacker will not pass client C’s
verification in step (5). We can show in a similar manner
that the replay of any message in the login or handover
authentication protocol will fail the authentication.
• Time-memory trade-off attack: For a given hashed value
of a password, the attacker can use partially pre-computed
values in the hash space of a cryptographic hash function to
guess the password. With pre-computation done offline, the
time taken in the online stage is shortened at the expense of
more memory required. SHA-1 [14] or SHA-2 [15], which
are currently among the most secure hash functions, can be
used in the hash-based MAC algorithm to prevent this type of
attack.
• Compromised MAPs: A MAP may be compromised by
an attacker which may (1) drop authentication messages to
prevent clients from joining the network, or (2) grant access
to unauthorized/non-paying users.
(1) Dropping valid messages deviates from the normal proce-
dure of the authentication protocol, which requires the attacker
to modify the authentication code. Software-based attestation
techniques such as SWATT [17] and Pioneer [16] can be
used to externally verify the contents of the memory of an
embedded device (SWATT) or a CPU (Pioneer) in order to
detect changes to the original code. An external verifier can
detect with high probability if a single byte of the memory
deviates from the expected value [17]. These techniques allow
a network operator to periodically verifies the routers in its
network and detect compromised nodes. Note that this attack
can happen to any protocols (e.g., routing) and not just authen-
tication. From a client’s point of view, the attack consequence
is similar to that of a router failure: the client times out on the
authentication request, and will look for another MAP nearby
to join. This type of router placement redundancy should be
implemented regardless of security issues: if a MAP fails
or malfunctions, nearby MAPs should be able to support its
clients.
(2) To grant access to users that do not own valid tickets, the
attacker would need to modify the authentication code. Thus
one countermeasure is to use attestation techniques such as
SWATT and Pioneer to detect changes in the authentication
code, as discussed above. An alternative we propose is to
use a dual authentication process. The authentications de-
scribed in Section IV, if successful, give the client only short-
term access to network services. The client will subsequently
be authenticated by an authentication server (via multi-hop
communications), while enjoying network services using the
short-term access permission. After the server successfully
authenticates the client, it will issue to the client a service
ticket [5] that serves as a pass for the client to access network



services on a long-term basis. An illegitimate or non-paying
user will not be issued such a service ticket, and will not
be able to continue to use network services after the short-
term access privilege expires. The dual authentication process
allows both fast authentication during the handover step, and
the stronger security provided be an authentication server.
The effectiveness and performance of the dual authentication
protocol will be evaluated in our future work.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We compare our protocols with EAP-TLS [21], the public-
key-based authentication protocol of IEEE 802.11s.

A. Numerical Analysis

The performance is measured in terms of
• communication costs, which indicate the number of mes-
sages exchanged between a MAP and a client to complete an
authentication session.
• computation costs, which are the latencies (in milliseconds)
incurred by the following security operations: encryption us-
ing public key (Epub); decryption using public key (Dpub);
generation of a digital signature (Gsig); verification of a
digital signature (Vsig); computation/verification of a message
authentication code (MAC); and hashing.

Table I lists the above operations, the current state-of-the-art
algorithms implementing the operations, and the computation
time each of these algorithms incurs [22] (the first, second
and third columns, respectively). The fourth, fifth and sixth
columns of Table I list the numbers of security operations
the proposed login and handover authentication protocols and
EAP-TLS perform, respectively. By multiplying the computa-
tion cost of each operation (from the third column) and the
number of times it is executed, and summing up the costs
of all operations executed by a protocol, we obtain its total
computation cost as shown in the third last row of Table I.
The computation cost of the login authentication protocol
(97.944ms) is slightly less than that of EAP-TLS (97.962ms).
But more importantly, the computation cost of the handover
authentication protocol (0.09ms) is three orders of magnitude
lower than that of the login authentication and EAP-TLS.

The second last row of Table I lists the number of mes-
sages exchanged in each protocol. The authentication latencies
shown in the last row are the sums of computation costs and
communication delays, where d is the average delay of a
one-hop communication incurred by a message, and h is the
number of hops between the client and the home authentication
server. (Parameter h is applicable to only EAP-TLS as our
handover protocol does not require a client to communicate
with the home MAP during the hand-off process.) The results
show that the larger the number of hops between a client’s
home MAP and a foreign MAP, the lower the authentication
latency our protocols incur compared with EAP-TLS.

B. Simulation Results

We use the QualNet simulator version 4.5 [25]. The sim-
ulation parameters are listed in Table II. The clients are

TABLE I
COMPUTATION AND COMMUNICATION COSTS

Op. Alg. Time Login Handover EAP-TLS
(ms) sec. IV-A sec. IV-B

Epub RSA [23] 1.42 1 0 1
Dpub RSA 33.3 1 0 1
Gsig ECDSA [24] 11.6 1 0 1
Vsig ECDSA 17.2 3 0 3
MAC HMAC [12] 0.015 1 6 1
Hash SHA-1 [14] 0.009 1 0 3

Total computation cost 97.944ms 0.09ms 97.962ms
Number of messages 5 3 9

Authentication latency 97.944+5d 0.09+3d 97.962+9dh

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Experiment Network Clients, Mobility Speed
Fig. 2(a), login 300m x 300m, 20-60 nodes, 0-30m/s
Fig. 2(b), one MAP 10-60 nodes, 20m/s
login vs. EAP-TLS
Fig. 2(c), handover 1500m x 1500m, 20-60 nodes, 5-30m/s
Fig. 2(d), handover four MAPs 10-60 nodes, 10-20m/s

randomly placed while the MAPs are uniformly distributed
in the network. To test the scalability of the protocols, we let
all clients present in the network send authentication requests
to their respective nearby MAPs simultaneously.

The performance metric is authentication delay (latency),
which is measured as the time between a client’s transmission
of an authentication request to a nearby MAP and the receipt of
an acceptance confirmation. After a client sends an authentica-
tion request, it sets a timer. If it does not receive a confirmation
by the time the timer expires, it will re-send the request. The
authentication delay is measured starting with the first request.
In all experiments, we calculate the average authentication
delay (AAD), averaged over all mobile clients participating
in the experiment. In several cases, we also keep track of the
maximum authentication delay (MAD), the maximum value
among all mobile clients. Each data point in the graphs is
averaged from 10 runs using different random seeds, and
plotted with a confidence interval of 95%.

The results are shown in Fig. 2. The graph in Fig. 2(a)
shows the AAD of the login authentication protocol (LAP)
as a function of clients’ mobility speed. There is one MAP
placed at the center of the network, serving 10-60 mobile
clients. We observe that the AAD is not impacted much by the
mobility speed, which is a positive attribute of the LAP. On
the other hand, as the number of clients increases from 20 to
60, the ADD also increases as expected, by approximately 4%
to 6%. More clients imply more authentication requests to be
processed by the MAP, and more channel contention around
the MAP, resulting in longer delay.

Fig. 2(b) shows the performance of the login protocol vs.
EAP-TLS under the same network setting as above. When
there are only 10 clients in the network, both protocols
perform similarly. Given more than 10 clients, the workload
and channel contention at the MAP increases. In these cases,
the LAP offers lower AAD than EAP-TLS, because the LAP
requires less messages exchanged than EAP-TLS (5 vs. 9, as
shown in the second last row of Table I). In the case of 60
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clients, the AAD of the LAP is 16% lower than that of EAP-
TLS. As the number of nodes increases, the performance gap
between the LAP and EAP-TLS enlarges, consistent with the
authentication latencies recorded in the last row of Table I
(97.944+5d vs. 97.962+9dh, where h = 1). The graph also
shows the MAD of both protocols. The MAD of the LAP is
about 32% higher than its AAD, which we deem acceptable,
and about 20% lower than the MAD of EAP-TLS.

The graph in Fig. 2(c) shows the AAD of the handover au-
thentication protocol (HAP) as a function of clients’ mobility
speed. Four MAPs are uniformly distributed over the network,
serving 10-60 mobile nodes. Again, the mobility speed does
not have a big impact on the AAD of the HAP, as in the case
of the LAP. Also, the more clients send requests, the higher the
AAD, as expected. Note very low AADs of the HAP, ranging
from 6ms-16ms, compared with the AADs of the LAP and
EAP-TLS which are above 220ms.

The above observations also apply to Fig. 2(d), which shows
the MADs and AADs of the handover authentication protocol
as functions of number of clients. In the experiment with 60
nodes moving at a speed of 10m/s, the MAD of the HAP is
28ms, about twice as long as the corresponding AAD, but still
very low compared with the authentication delay of EAP-TLS.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose new authentication protocols to support fast
hand-off in IEEE 802.11s networks. A client and a MAP mu-
tually authenticate each other using one-hop communications.
Fast authentication for roaming from one MAP to another is
supported by using transfer tickets. The authentication server is
not required to participate during the handover authentication

process (but only after the client has joined the new MAP if
dual authentications are implemented). Our numerical analysis
and simulation results confirm that the proposed LAP and HAP
outperform the EAP-TLS protocol of IEEE 802.11s. They are
also resilient to various kinds of attacks. In our future work,
we will extend the proposed protocols to support multiple
network operators and multiple ticket agents, and evaluate the
performance of the dual authentication approach.
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